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CONTAINERIZED BLAST BOOTHS
Airblast AFC containerized blast rooms are made from converted
shipping containers, which provide an economical solution when
a weatherproof and/or transportable blast room is required.
This versatile, mass-manufactured, watertight enclosure is an
ideal starting point for a blast room, particularly when it may be
relocated at some point or if it is to be situated outside in the
elements.
Airblast AFC re-engineers standard shipping containers to incorporate
many of the same features found in our modular blast rooms. These
include well designed ventilation systems, rubber curtains, purpose built
light fixtures and advanced controls. Our containerized blast rooms
may also be fitted with any of our media reclamation systems, ranging
from our Vaculift to mini bucket elevators to full floor, automated
recovery systems.

Our standard containerized blast rooms are available with inside
dimensions of 8’ wide x 8’ high and 20’ or 40’ long. Generally, a section
at the rear of the container measuring approx. 3’ x 3’ is used to house
the blast machine and media reclamation system, making the Airblast
AFC containerized blast room a complete, self-contained system.
Where a full floor recovery system is fitted, the rear 9’ is dedicated to
the recovery equipment.
Containerized blast booths are available with doors at one end, both
ends or side and front opening. Where required they can be clad to
match adjacent buildings.

Pictures from left to right:

Overhead loading system with a full recovery floor
Full recovery floor option eliminates manual clean up
Purpose built blast proof light modules
Blast proof viewing window provided as standard
Larger tool room for full recovery floor options
Externally clad containerized blast booth
Full side opening booth option
All our containerized booths are built and tested in
our factory, before dispatch, to minimize onsite install

Products and services

Contact us

Blast rooms

Paint spray booths

Abrasive blast cabinets
Portable blast systems

Personal Protective
Equipment

For further information on how our products and services could benefit your company,
please contact us by any of the means below.

Blast accessories

Design and build

Lighting systems

Servicing

Dust recovery
equipment

Training
Sample processing
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